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There are presented the results of benchmark experiments on spherical critical assemblies
where the core of metal 21U (90%) and 231U (36%) has a large (up to -250mm) central air cavity.
In the majority of experiments this cavity is filled with spherical inserts: of fluoride mixtures
[(NaF + ZrF4 +235U) and (Na + ZrF4A vanadium and nickel.

There are measured critical parameters, energy spectra of neutrons in the center of assemblies,
reactivity disturbance by inserts, constants of prompt neutrons density fall.

1. Introduction bottom and top ones (see fig.la). The bottom
The results of benchmark experiments in studying (removed vertically) block lies on a special support.

interaction of neutrons with materials used in nuclear The top block (removed horizontally) lies on a thin
and thermonuclear reactors are of importance for the circular diaphragm of steel. To form critical
reliability increase of calculations at solving the tasks configuration the specified blocks are brought together.
of nuclear criticality safety. First, the upper block is pulled over the bottom one.

The present technical paper gives the description Then, the bottom block (remotely as well) is turned up
of complex benchmark experiments on spherical (see fig. lb).
critical assemblies where the core of metal 235U 90%)
and 211U (36%) has a large (up to -250mm) central air
cavity. In the majority of cases the specified cavity is 3
filled with inserts of material whose characteristics are
studied. 4

2
The following test characteristics of critical

assemblies are measured:
- multiplication factor, Kff,
- neutron spectrum in the center of filled hollow,

N(E);
- reactivity worth of material in the hollow, Ap; Fig.1 Diagrammatic representation of FKBN-2M
- Rossi-cc. electromechanical bench:

The advantages of such assemblies are as follows: I - bottom block of MS; 2 - support removed
- possibility of studying the process of neutrons vertically; 3 - top block of MS; 4 - support removed

transfer in the investigated material for the horizontally; - mechanism aimed at detector loading
distances exceeding the length of their free path at
relatively small mass of material; The procedure of critical experiments on FKBN-

- lack of background at the neutron spectrum 2M is described in detail in paper.') To increase
change in the assembly center. validity.of the obtained results we used two methods
The critical ex eriments were performed on to measure reactivity (p):

FKBN-2M facility.E There were measured the - a method based on the reverse solution of kinetics
characteristics of five multiplying assemblies (MA). equations (RSKE);
Four assemblies contained spherical inserts of fluoride - a method of back multiplication (I/Q).
mixtures [NaF + ZrF4 +235 U) and (NaF + ZrFA, In each sub-critical experience the obtained values
vanadium and nickel in the core center. For of p and I/Q were compared to each other. In the
comparison there was as well investigated the investigated range of MS reactivity values the
assembly in whose center an air cavity was available. correlation between them was constant within the

The technical paper presents in brief the technique limits of measurement error. For this reason and
of the experiments and measurement results. taking as well into account that in the supercritical

range of MS reactivity values there could be used only
2. Technique of Experiments RSKE method, all of the result of reactivity

The FKBN-2M bench is sketched on fig. 1. At the measurements are given in the report in ff units. The
multiplying assembly arrangement on the bench it is absolute value of Pff for the MS under study was
separated to two knowingly sub-critical blocks: detennined through the comparison of experimental
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results and rated values of small reactivity constant of prompt neutrons density fall (x) in the
disturbances. critical condition of MA in terms of delayed neutrons.

In the presented experiments characterized by It was reduced to the graphic construction of cc f(p)
multiple MS partitions the error in final reactivity dependence and its linear extrapolation to the point
values is explained by non-repeatability of its corresponding to the critical state of the assembly with
geometry. We evaluated it through the following no regard for delayed neutrons, p=+1.
value: Basing on the measured values of fission and

(6p 0.02 ff). activation integrals there were regenerated the energy
To determine kinetic characteristics of spectra of neutrons in the center of the critical

multiplying assemblies there were investigated density assembly. A system of integral equations of the
falls of prompt neutrons in time after the pulse of following type is the base for the spectrum
external source neutrons. A small ionization chamber regeneration:
of -10' fissions per second with a layer of 112Cf was 18M98

used as a pulse neutron source. The chamber was Ai a, E) f (E)dE, i= 1, 2 ... i
located in the axial channel of the multiplying f
assembly, while the layer of 22Cf occurred in its E 0
center. The neutron detector (scintillator OxOnim, where i - serial number of reactions;

PEM-30) in a lead shell (to suppress y-radiation) was Ai - fission or activation integral;
placed at a -20cm distance from the MS surface. To E - energy of neutrons;
separate by hardware the pulses conditioned by cyi(E - neutron cross-section of reactions;
neutrons there was applied a method of n-y separation f(E - differential spectrum of neutrons.
of pulses basing on their shape. The energy threshold This system of equations can have many solutions.

The specific solution was selected with the aid of
of neutrons registration constituted -1.2MeV what 3)
practically ensured coincidence of neutron detection KASKAD program.

moment and the moment of its birth in MS. 3.1 Assemblies Containing Salt Blanket Models in the
For the purpose of finding energy spectrum in the Core Center and Hollow Assembly

center of each critical assembly under study there
were measured fission integrals of 235U, 231U
237 '239pU, 24OpU Fig.2 presents schematic sectional drawing of the

Np nuclides and activation integrals of
197 Au(n, y198AU, 63 Cu(n, y)64Cu, 1151n(nn')' 15m In, assembly located on FKBN_2M bench.

58 Ni(n P)58CO, 27 Al(n, (X)24 Na, 12 S(n P)32 P reactions.

Fission integrals were measured with the aid of
small ionization fission chambers (IFQ with 2
metrologically tested layers of fissile nuclide. The
measurements of activation integrals were performed
basing on radioactivity of the products of the reaction
on reference radiometric installations KRONA-II-3
and OSU-11-10 included to the VNITEF metrological ............
base of neutron measurements.

Fission and activation detectors were located in
the axial channel] of the critical assembly in such a
way that their sensitive layers were in the geometric
center of the assembly. The axial channels of MA
were closed with plugs whose material and thickness
coincided with the corresponding data for the Fig.2. Schematic sectional drawing of the assembly
spherical layers of the assembly. located on FKBN-2M bench: iUM 2

1 - three hemispheres of metal uran "U(36%) 2
3. Measurement Results and Their Processing - three hemispheres of metal uranium 25U(90%) 3 -

Below are presented the characteristics of salt blanket model; 4 - steel diaphragm 2mm thick; 
spherical critical assemblies (in terms of delayed - air gap; 6 - neutron source
neutrons, Kff�l) obtained through the processing of
primary results of measuring reactivity and its Each sphere included to MS as a component had a
disturbances, fission and activation integrals, cylindrical hole -22mm in diameter positioned on its
constants of prompt neutrons density fall. pole. These holes could be closed with plugs made of

The techniques of defining critical parameters and the material of the corresponding hemisphere. All of
evaluating the error of finding K�l are given in the uranium components were covered with anti-

2) corrosion cop -nickel layer -50micron thick. Each
paper. per

The purpose of processing the results of neutron salt blanket component was assembled in the form of
time measurements was to get the value of the a ball of two hemispheres and plugs. The vessels
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(hemispheres and cylinders) of zirconium with I-mm The characteristics of spherical critical models for
wall thickness were filled fluoride powders. The molar the considered assemblies are included to table 1. For
composition of the fluoride powders is as follows: these assemblies Kff = 1±0.002 at the temperature of

0.517NaF + 0.483ZrF4 - for the first model of the 20-C.
salt blanket MSB-1); The results of measuring the constant of prompt

0.505 + 0.467ZrF4 + 0028 ... U(90%) F - for the neutrons density fall are presented on fig.3.
second model of the salt blanket MSB-2). Of fig.3 it was found that the value of the constant

The hollow MA differed from the one presented of prompt neutrons density fall in the critical state in
on fig.2 in the lack of salt blanket model in its center terms of delayed neutrons ao) are as follows:
and availability of additional hemisphere of 235 U ao = 039 ± 002 (Igs - for MA containing
(36%) with 15.0 and 15.3-cm radii included to the top MSB-1

block. ao = 045 ± 002 (I gs - for MA containing
For each assembly there were measured reactivity MSB-2

and its disturbances, activation and fission integrals, ao = 073 ± 003 (I gs - for MA with an air
constants of prompt neutrons density fall. It should be cavity in the center.
mentioned that the reactivity disturbance of MA at
MSB-1 and MSB-2 removal from it constituted -
2.49pff and -3.320,ff, correspondingly.

Table Composition [1024 at/crn'] of layers in rated spherical models critical in terms of delayed neutrons

MSB-I Assembly

K2 Basic Layer
material boundaries, m Concentration, 1024at/CMI

I MSB-l 0 9.15 F Na Z
3.747'10- 7.965 I .954 .10-

-71�U(qo%) 9.15 238u
12.25 U C Ni

4.075-10-1 4.598- 1 0-' 0.991-10-1 1.191-10-1
3 ... U(36%) 13.25 15.00 1.686. I o-2 2.879- 1 0-' 1.048- 10-3 0.9

MSB-2 Assembly

X2 Basic Layer
layer material boundaries, Concentration, 1024 at/cM3

cm
I MSB-2 0 9.15 F Na Zr 23-IU

3.661 10-7 .002 10-3 8.512 10-3 3.661 10-4 3.592 10-'
2 (90%) 9.15 12.25 U 235U C Ni

4.061 .10-2 4.562. 10-3 0.990 I 0-1 1.188-10-'

3 13'U(36%) 13.25 15.00 1.675. 1 0-' 2.861. 10-2 1.038-10-1 0.949. 1 0-'

Assembly with a Cavity, R9.15cm

K2 Basic Layer
layer material boundariescm Concentration, 1024 at/cM3
1 -711'u900/F 9.15 12.25 235u 238u C Ni

4.079-10-2 4.599.10-' 0.992-10-3 1. 193. 1 0-'
10-2 10-2 10-32 (360/6) 13.25 15.00 1 1.679- 2.884. 1.050-10-1 0.960.
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2 3.2 Assembly Containing a Sphere of Vanadium in the
iA Core Center
1.6

2

1.4 For the assembly containing a sphere of vanadium
1.2

there were determined reactivity disturbance by the
sphere of vanadium, critical parameters, energy

3 spectrum of neutrons in the assembly center. The

spherical critical model of this assembly is
schematized on fig.5.

-1.5 .1 -0.5 0 Q5 1 1,5 2 2.5
6

Fig.3. Dependence of the constant of prompt neutrons
density fall on reactivity: I - hollow MA; 2 - MA 5

containing MSB-2 3 - MA containing MSB I

The regenerated with the aid of KASKAD 4

technique neutron spectra in the center of critical j
assemblies are presented on fig.4.

............................. .. .. ... .... ....................... ........................................

Fig.5. Spherical critical model of the bench assembly:
I - layer of depleted uranium; 2 - layer of
polyethylene; 3 - layer of 23'U(36%) 4 - layer of

35 U(90%); 5 - screen of duralumin 6 - sphere of
vanadium.

Fig.4. Differential spectrum of neutrons in the center The characteristics of the model are presented in
of the assembly containing MSB-I, MSB-2 and in the table 2.
center of hollow assembly: I - MCB-1 2 - MSB-2 3
- hollow assembly.
Table 2 Dimensions and composition [1024 at/cm 3 ] of layers in the spherical critical model with vanadium

N2 Basic Layer
layer material boundaries, cm Concentration, 1024 at/CM3

I V 0 12.00 V Al Fe Si
7.070 5.250 2.780 2.590
1 0-2 10-4 1 O-I 1 0-4

2 Al 12.00 12.25 Al mg Si Mn Fe

4.880 .650 2.040 1.820 1.030
02 03 10-4 04 04

3 235u 12.25 13.25 215KU Ni

(90%) 4.086 4.737 1.815 4.777
10-2 10-3 lo-, 10-4

4 z35 U 13.25 15.30 1.683 2.881 1.392 1.005
(36%) 10-2 10-2 lo-, 10-3

5 CH2 15.30 18.00 C H Fe Al
3.690.10-2 7.380'10-2- 8,000 10-6 5.700 . i o-6

6 U depT- 18.00 25.00 238u C

10-4 1 -4 -4
2.030 4.420 10- 1 3.610 - 10 2.740 0
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For this assembly Kff = 1±0.0025 at the
temperature of 20'C. The reactivity disturbance of
the assembly at the vanadium sphere removal from
it constitutes -(0.80+0.04)Peff- .......... - -----

The regenerated spectrum of neutrons in the .....

center of vanadium sphere included to MA is
presented on fig.6.

3.3 Assembly Containing a Sphere of Nickel in the
Core Center

The assembly containing a sphere of nickel in E, �R

the center is close by configuration to the assembly

presented on fig.2. Fig.6. Differential spectrum of neutrons (AFi/AEi)
For this assembly there were measured critical

2) The measurement results are in 176-group format for the center of vanadiumparameters only. sphere located in the center of critical assembly.
given in table 3 The error of determining Kff=1
constitutes 8Kff <+0.002.

Table 3 Dimensions and composition [1024 at/cm 3 of layers in the spherical critical model with nickel

K2 Basic Layer
lay material boundariescm Concentration, 1024 at/cM3
er
1 Ni 1.4 9.15 Ni 0 Fe C

7.669- 10-2 2.550.10-' 8.630-10-' 3.780-10--'

2 231U(90%) 9.15 12.25 235u 23HU C Ni

I 1 4.1 10.10-2 4.640 1 0-' 1.00 I _ 10-3 1.203. 10-3

3 233U(36%) 113.25 15.327 1.688.10-' 2.887. 10-2 1.049-10-1 0.959- 10-3
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